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OLDWICK, N.J.�Albert Benchimol, chief executive officer of Axis Capital, and Jean-Paul Montupet, chairman of
PartnerRe, said a proposed merger between the two would broaden the array of products and capabilities in multiple
sectors. In addition, A.M. Best Vice President Robert DeRose and Managing Senior Financial Analyst Greg Reisner
explain the agency�s perspective on the proposed combination.

View the video version of this interview at: http://www.ambest.com/v.asp?v=ap615

Following is an edited transcript of the interviews.

Q: What is the status of the merger? Where are you in the process now?

Benchimol: We�re in excellent shape. Our people have really done extraordinary work. Since we announced the merger
on Jan. 25, our people, in addition to the normal mission of taking care of clients and brokers, delivering on the 2015
plan, they�ve been really pulling double and triple duty, working on integration preparation, merger-related work.
Things are going very well. In fact, with regard to the regulatory side, we�ve already received all of the
competition-related approvals and on the regulatory side we have received many of the clearances that are necessary
including some of the most important: Bermuda, Ireland, Australia, Singapore. We�ve a lot of progress. At this point in
time we have the shareholder vote scheduled for July 24. We�re obviously optimistic of a favorable vote and pursuing
that we should be able to close in the third quarter.

Q: Why did PartnerRe reject the Exor offer?

Montupet: The PartnerRe board looked very carefully at the Exor offer, both from the standpoint of the price that was
offered and the terms that came with it. It became clear that this offer clearly undervalues PartnerRe. It�s even below
the economic book value of the company and doesn�t put any value on the franchise. On top of that it�s a very uncertain
offer. Exor represents it as being an irrevocable offer but in fact they have many ways of walking away from it should
they choose to do so. It would be very imprudent for our shareholders to go with that offer and give up the deal that
we have in place progressing very well, as Albert has indicated, to merge PartnerRe and Axis.
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Q: The preferred shareholders will play an important role in this decision. Could you walk us through that
process?

Montupet: The preferred shareholders play a very important role in this situation because they control more than 40%
of the total vote. From their standpoint what matters is the quality of the credit of the merged company after closing.
From that standpoint we have been talking to all the rating agencies. We know that they all look very favorably at our
merger. We have very good reason to believe that our ratings will be at least maintained after the close of the merger.
As far as the potential acquisition by Exor, we are not aware of any rating agency issuing a view as to what would
happen to the credit rating of PartnerRe should it be acquired by Exor.
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Q: What does PartnerRe like about merging with Axis?

Montupet: We are creating a new company that is ideally positioned to face the challenges and benefit from the
opportunities that will appear in the insurance and reinsurance industry for many years. It allows us to implement the
strategy that we were pursuing, which was to move from a pure-play reinsurance business into the primary insurance
business. It gives us the opportunity to participate in the ongoing restructuring and consolidation of the Bermuda
reinsurance industry.

Q: What will the combined company look like in two years?

Benchimol: If you take where we are right now and you combine both companies together and simply just have the
addition of the two, we will have probably the fifth-largest reinsurer in the world with global representation. We will
have very likely a top 10 life, accident and health insurer and reinsurer in the world. We will have a larger insurance
company. Combined we will have approximately $11 billion in gross written premium. We will have well in excess of
$14 billion of capital. We�ll have an investment portfolio that�s well in excess of $31 billion or $32 billion. So we will
have leading positions in each of our three businesses. We will have greater financial strength. We will have the
opportunity to do more for our clients, to do more for our employees and frankly more for our shareholders. Each of
us is very strong on their own. Together we create opportunities that neither one of us can have on our own. We have
opportunities for expense savings. We have opportunities for capital efficiencies and certainly, given the fuller
complement of products and geographies, clearly more incremental growth opportunities. So for us this is a win-win.

Q: Jean-Paul, do you think your shareholders will approve the merger?

Montupet: I think so. When you think of it the way Albert described it, this is the one company that shareholders
willing to invest in that space should be owning in the future. I personally met with more than 25 analysts and
shareholders over the past couple of weeks. I have to say that the large majority of them is very supportive of the
merger.

Q: How did the process begin? Who approached whom when it came to the merger?

Montupet: I think I should answer that because I did. PartnerRe made the approach following a long process that
management and the board of PartnerRe had undertaken to analyze the trends of the reinsurance industry and decide
what was the best strategic path for the company to follow. We wanted to participate in the primary insurance space
and to also participate in the consolidation of the Bermuda reinsurance industry. Axis allows us to fulfill those goals.
We initiated the contact and it went from there.

Q: If the shareholders reject the Axis merger would you consider the Exor bid?

Montupet: The vote is about the merger and again as I said we expect this vote to be positive. A �no� vote, should it
happen, is not a �yes� vote to Exor. Both companies, PartnerRe as well as Axis, are very strong companies on their own.
We certainly believe that the merger is the best path for both of them but they both can continue on a stand-alone
basis.

Benchimol: From my perspective, I think this is one of the very rare situations where one plus one actually equals
more than two. Whenever you have a merger people always say OK , what do you gain and what do you lose? In this
case, taking two very strong companies, combining them together, I actually believe we can
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actually create more than that two. The complementation of the products and the geographies are such that we will
have three very well-positioned businesses and although, again, on our own we can do very well, the merger creates
opportunities that we couldn�t achieve on our own: expense savings, capital efficiencies, incremental growth
opportunities. We feel we have a very clear path to 12%-plus ROE by 2017. To me everybody wins: our clients, our
brokers, our employees, our shareholders. I think this is a unique opportunity to create the first true leader of the 21st
century.

A.M. Best Vice President Robert DeRose and Managing Senior Financial Analyst Greg Reisner recently spoke
with A.M. BestTV about the proposed deal:

Q: What is A.M. Best�s opinion of the proposed Axis Capital/PartnerRe merger?

DeRose: I would say from a credit perspective it�s actually favorable. Both organizations are obviously good franchises
and have a leadership position in the market. Axis has the advantage of having both an insurance and a reinsurance
operation, whereas PartnerRe has really stayed focused on reinsurance. In this current, challenging reinsurance
market, having the dual capability is certainly very important in order to manage the cycle in a prudent way. Bringing
the two organizations together in essence will be an advantage to Partner in that it can take advantage of the existing
insurance infrastructure that Axis already has and allow it to basically deploy its capacity in a more prudent, judicious
way as the market dynamics continue to evolve. Also, obviously you have a much larger, stronger combined balance
sheet. Scale in this particular market seems to matter. The capital markets are taking an increased interest in
reinsurance. I would say that larger balance sheets probably are more attracted to those balance sheets, to the larger
scale and business opportunities that the combined organization will, in essence, provide going forward. So on many
fronts I think that strategically the combination makes a lot of sense.

Reisner: It�s important to clarify that we don�t have a negative outlook on the ratings of Axis at this point in time. We
have an �under review with negative implications.� And so the difference between an under review and an outlook are,
an under review is generally an event-driven rating scenario, as is the case here with a merger agreement being signed,
as opposed to an outlook which is longer term in nature. Generally we define it as up to 36 months in nature and that
we�re assessing market conditions and/or a company�s positioning through that market condition. The under review in
the case, again, is event driven and we�re looking for more details, more information and as that information gets
finalized or more baked in and concrete and comes to us, we�ll evaluate it and analyze it and then we�ll remove the
rating from under review and come up with our rating decision.

DeRose: With any material transaction where two organizations are significant to the transaction, it�s very common to
put the transaction under review because there is a greater degree of execution risk. We just really want to make sure
that that execution risk is managed through the completion of the merger and the under review is really our way of
taking the time to see how those risks are managed.

Q: Now what would A.M. Best�s opinion be of a PartnerRe/Exor merger?

DeRose: Obviously there hasn�t been a definitive agreement along those lines so we really haven�t even considered that
type of transaction yet. As I mentioned in my earlier comments, PartnerRe has been primarily a pure reinsurer. One
would have to ask the question as to if there were to be an Exor-Partner amalgamation, what would Partner do over
the near term in order to broaden its distribution capabilities and really put itself in a better competitive position within
a very challenging reinsurance market.
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Q: Greg, how should A.M. Best�s opinion be viewed? Is it a recommendation or an endorsement?

Reisner: A.M. Best�s rating is our opinion of the company�s ability to meet its senior obligations. With that said there
are a lot of quantitative factors but there are also a lot of qualitative factors as well. We look at the business profile,
the balance sheet strength, the operating performance as well as risk management and overall the company�s ability to
trade forward as an ongoing concern. There are a lot of details that go into that equation but ultimately it�s our opinion.
I wouldn�t characterize that as an endorsement or a recommendation.

(By Meg Green, senior associate editor, BestWeek: Meg.Green@ambest.com)

Important Information For Investors And Shareholders

This communication does not constitute an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any
securities or a solicitation of any vote or approval. This communication relates to a proposed business combination
between PartnerRe Ltd. (�PartnerRe�) and AXIS Capital Holdings Limited (�AXIS�). In connection with this proposed
business combination, PartnerRe and AXIS have filed a registration statement on Form S-4 with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the �SEC�), and a definitive joint proxy statement/prospectus of PartnerRe and AXIS and other
documents related to the proposed transaction. This communication is not a substitute for any such documents. The
registration statement was declared effective by the SEC on June 1, 2015 and the definitive proxy
statement/prospectus has been mailed to shareholders of PartnerRe and AXIS. INVESTORS AND SECURITY
HOLDERS OF PARTNERRE AND AXIS ARE URGED TO READ THE REGISTRATION STATEMENT, JOINT
PROXY STATEMENT/PROSPECTUS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN OR MAY BE FILED
WITH THE SEC CAREFULLY AND IN THEIR ENTIRETY BECAUSE THEY CONTAIN OR WILL CONTAIN
IMPORTANT INFORMATION. A definitive proxy statement has been mailed to shareholders of PartnerRe and
AXIS. Investors and security holders may obtain free copies of these documents and other documents filed with the
SEC by PartnerRe and/or AXIS through the website maintained by the SEC at http://www.sec.gov. Copies of the
documents filed with the SEC by PartnerRe are available free of charge on PartnerRe�s internet website at
http://www.partnerre.com or by contacting PartnerRe�s Investor Relations Director by email at
robin.sidders@partnerre.com or by phone at 1-441-294-5216. Copies of the documents filed with the SEC by AXIS
are available free of charge on AXIS� internet website at http://www.axiscapital.com or by contacting AXIS� Investor
Relations Contact by email at linda.ventresca@axiscapital.com or by phone at 1-441-405-2727.

Participants in Solicitation

PartnerRe, AXIS, their respective directors and certain of their respective executive officers may be considered
participants in the solicitation of proxies in connection with the proposed transaction. Information about the directors
and executive officers of PartnerRe is set forth in its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31,
2014, which was filed with the SEC on February 26, 2015, its proxy statement for its 2014 annual meeting of
stockholders, which was filed with the SEC on April 1, 2014, its Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
March 31, 2015, which was filed with the SEC on May 4, 2015 and its Current Reports on Form 8-K, which were
filed with the SEC on January 29, 2015, May 16, 2014 and March 27, 2014. Information about the directors and
executive officers of AXIS is set forth in its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2014,
which was filed with the SEC on February 23, 2015, its proxy statement for its 2014 annual meeting of stockholders,
which was filed with the SEC on March 28, 2014, its Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31,
2015, which was filed with the SEC on May 4, 2015 and its Current Reports on Form 8-K, which were filed with the
SEC on March 11, 2015, January 29, 2015, August 7, 2014, June 26, 2014, March 27, 2014 and February 26, 2014.

These documents can be obtained free of charge from the sources indicated above. Additional information regarding
the participants in the proxy solicitations and a description of their direct and indirect interests, by security holdings or
otherwise, is contained in the joint proxy statement/prospectus and other relevant materials filed with the SEC.
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Forward Looking Statements

Certain statements in this communication regarding the proposed transaction between PartnerRe and AXIS are
�forward-looking� statements. The words �anticipate,� �believe,� �ensure,� �expect,� �if,� �illustrative,� �intend,� �estimate,� �probable,�
�project,� �forecasts,� �predict,� �outlook,� �aim,� �will,� �could,� �should,� �would,� �potential,� �may,� �might,� �anticipate,� �likely� �plan,�
�positioned,� �strategy,� and similar expressions, and the negative thereof, are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements, which are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about
PartnerRe and AXIS, may include projections of their respective future financial performance, their respective
anticipated growth strategies and anticipated trends in their respective businesses. These statements are only
predictions based on current expectations and projections about future
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events. There are important factors that could cause actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements to
differ materially from the results, level of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the
forward-looking statements, including the risk factors set forth in PartnerRe�s and AXIS� most recent reports on Form
10-K, Form 10-Q and other documents on file with the SEC and the factors given below:

� the failure to obtain the approval of shareholders of PartnerRe or AXIS in connection with the proposed
transaction;

� the failure to consummate or delay in consummating the proposed transaction for other reasons;

� the timing to consummate the proposed transaction;

� the risk that a condition to closing of the proposed transaction may not be satisfied;

� the risk that a regulatory approval that may be required for the proposed transaction is delayed, is not obtained,
or is obtained subject to conditions that are not anticipated;

� AXIS� or PartnerRe�s ability to achieve the synergies and value creation contemplated by the proposed
transaction;

� the ability of either PartnerRe or AXIS to effectively integrate their businesses; and

� the diversion of management time on transaction-related issues.
PartnerRe�s forward-looking statements are based on assumptions that PartnerRe believes to be reasonable but that
may not prove to be accurate. AXIS� forward-looking statements are based on assumptions that AXIS believes to be
reasonable but that may not prove to be accurate. Neither PartnerRe nor AXIS can guarantee future results, level of
activity, performance or achievements. Moreover, neither PartnerRe nor AXIS assumes responsibility for the accuracy
and completeness of any of these forward-looking statements. PartnerRe and AXIS assume no obligation to update or
revise any forward-looking statements as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as may be
required by law. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements that speak
only as of the date hereof.
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